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Introducing Capture OnTheGo

1 Introducing Capture OnTheGo
The Capture OnTheGo mobile app is an essential complement to PlanetPress
Connect and your best tool for remote work for different business processes:
purchase order, technical service call, inspection, etc.
Using interactive HTML forms that are shipped to your device, you can enter
data, take pictures, collect signatures, capture location coordinates, etc., then
submit the replies to your office once completed.
Administrator
Repository management
(accounts , etc.)

Web Console
COTG Server
Deposit Service

PDF and HTML
document publishing

Receiving metadata and URL
Download notifications

Documents metadata
and URL

Documents
download

HTML forms
data transmission

COTG Mobile App

End user
on the field

The application can be used in non-connected mode, which is its main
advantage when on the road. All transmitted data is stored in a queue and is
sent automatically when a connection becomes available. Each form icon
updates itself according to five possible statuses: new form, in use, awaiting
connection, completed transmission, or transmission error.
Capture OnTheGo also allows downloading PDF documents such as
technical specifications, marketing presentations, transactional documents,
etc.
of 36

This User Guide focuses mainly on the features of the Android tablet.
Interface elements on small screens may vary.
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2 Overall Functioning
2.1 Access and Navigation
When launching the application, a login dialog is displayed. The user account
login is required at all times for the operation of the application.
Accounts cannot be created within the application, contact the administrator
of your group or company to gain access.

A side navigation panel is accessible either with a tap on the top left
icon, or with a swipe gesture from the left edge of the screen. The menu
of the panel provides access to the following views:
•

"My Library" is the main workspace that collects all documents
downloaded in the application. From the Library, documents can be
opened in reading mode.

•

The "Document View" displays the last document opened in reading mode.

•

The "Repository" is a showcase of all documents available for download, in
connection with your user account.

•

The "Settings" bring together the application preferences.

•

The "About" panel displays information about the version of the
application.

•

The "Logout" function interrupts the link to the account and prevents the
use of the application.

of 36
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2.2 Repository
2.2.1

Self-service documents
The Repository tab panel is a showcase for all documents that are available
for download on your company server.
Once the connection has been established, data of the Repository are
displayed dynamically, depending on the user who is logged. You will see the
banner of your group or company (optional), and all HTML or PDF documents
that you can download to your device.
A “Download” button displays under each document. The downloaded
documents are then listed in the Library and can be used offline. Once
downloaded, the document can be used for an indefinite period or for a
predetermined number of days before being automatically deleted, enabling
sound management of used memory on your tablet or phone.
The Repository still includes all documents already downloaded in the Library,
whether acquired from the Repository or automatically shipped to your
account. In this case, instead of the "Download" button that normally appears

Overall Functioning
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under the document thumbnail, a "Read" button will provide a shortcut to the
Reading mode.

The Repository tools allow you to quickly find a document:
•

Text search in document metadata;

•

Sort by Author, Title or Publication date (default);

•

Filter for the display of categories and sub-categories (some categories of
the tree may be invisible, depending on your access permissions).

Note: Starting with version 10.5, the Repository data is visible even without
internet connection. However, a connection (WiFi or 3G) is always required
for downloading documents. Once documents are downloaded, they will be
available offline in the Library.
2.2.2

Refreshing contents
You can refresh documents in the Repository by dragging down the grid and
releasing it. If new documents are available on the server, they will be posted
and ready for download.
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The Repository contents are also refreshed during the following operations:
•

When launching the application or when returning in the application that
was in background;

•

When changing the selection from the Categories menu;

•

When changing the sort order.

2.3 Download Options
The application provides the option of receiving the documents that are sent
to you by PlanetPress Connect either automatically, or by downloading them
manually.
A user preference allows you to switch from automatic mode (default) to
manual mode (see section 9.2).
2.3.1

Automatic downloads mode
The automatic download mode ensures fluid workflow since the working
documents intended to you will seamlessly install on your mobile device,
without your intervention.
If this preference is enabled, all documents that are sent to your account will
be downloaded automatically in the Library even if the application is in the
background (but not closed) or when the device is in standby mode, provided
an Internet connection is available.
If the application is completely closed on the mobile device, documents can
only be downloaded the next time you launch the application.

Overall Functioning
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From the Settings of the side navigation panel, you can activate the
automatic download:
•

Never (this will revert to manual download mode explained in section
2.3.2)

•

Only when WiFi is available

•

When any network is available (3G or other).

It is also possible to refresh downloads in the Library by dragging the list
down and releasing it. If documents are pending, they will be immediately
downloaded.
A message displays briefly on the screen to inform you each time that new
documents are downloaded.
IMPORTANT: To ensure the smooth operation of automatic downloads while
the device is in sleep mode, the following option must be enabled in Android
operating system Settings:
WiFi > Advanced > Keep Wi-Fi on during sleep.
2.3.2

Manual download mode
If the Automatic background downloads preference is disabled, the application
will revert to the manual download mode. This mode allows you to monitor
incoming documents and to control the right time to install the files on your
device.
When documents are sent to your account, a Downloads section will then
appear in the side navigation panel.
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Moreover, a Pending Downloads dialog will appear at the startup of the
application, or when switching the application in foreground. This dialog
contains a list of all downloadable documents for which you are the recipient.
You can download all the documents at once by pressing the Download All
button, in the upper right corner.
By selecting a document in the list, you can also read its description before
downloading.

Tip: From the Library, it is possible to check for pending downloads by
dragging the document list down and releasing it. A message will display,
indicating if documents are waiting for download.
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My Library

3 My Library
3.1 Your Workspace
“My Library” is your personal workspace. It collects all the documents that
have been downloaded to your mobile device. These documents are available
at all times even if you do not have an Internet connection.

The Library gathers:
•

The HTML or PDF documents sent to your user account and downloaded,
either automatically in the background or manually,

•

The HTML or PDF documents you have acquired by visiting the Repository,

•

The HTML form instances that were generated in the app from a Template.

Note: Documents downloaded in the Library will remain visible in the
Repository. In this case, instead of the "Download" button that normally
appears under the thumbnails in the Repository, a "Read" button will provide
a shortcut to the reading mode.
3.1.1

Document metadata
The Library displays:
•

Document metadata,

•

Custom document thumbnails (or the default thumbnails of the
application),

•

Document status icons.
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You can view the details of a document by pressing the i-shaped icon to the
right of the title.
To load a document onto the screen, simply tap on it in the list. If you are in
the details pane of the document, press the thumbnail image.
3.1.2

Document flags
Some documents may display a red flag with a keyword in it. The flags may
be added at publication time to emphasize some documents among all others
in the app. By default, flagged documents appear first in the Library (see
section 3.2.2).
Flags are created in the PlanetPress Connect workflow by adding a hashtag
(such as #Urgent) at the end of the document title.

3.1.3

Refreshing contents
You can refresh documents in the Library by dragging the list down and
releasing it. If documents have been sent to your account, they will be
installed automatically in the Library once the download is complete.
If the preference to automatically download in the background is not enabled,
the Pending download dialog will appear and you will have to confirm the
operation.

3.2

Library Tools

3.2.1

Filter
The Filter tool allows you to display a subset of documents based on one or
more statuses among the following:
•

Unopened

•

Opened

•

Queued Transmission

•

Transmission Error

•

Data Submitted

For example, the user can choose to display only the forms to be completed,
or those successfully transmitted (for more information on statuses, see
section 5.2).
My Library
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When a filter is applied, the Filter icon is highlighted in the toolbar to indicate
to the user that some documents might not be visible on screen.
3.2.2

Sort
The Sort tool allows you to change the display order of the documents, based
on the following criteria:
•

Download Date

•

Publication Date

•

Title (alphanumerical order)

•

Status

• Status date
Two options can be set to modify the sorting:

3.2.3

•

Data can be sorted in reverse order.

•

Flagged documents (see section 3.1.2) can be sorted apart from the
others in order to appear at the top of the list.

Search
The Search tool lets you quickly find a document among those downloaded in
the Library (installed in the mobile application).
The search is done among all documents and does not take into account the
display filter that could be applied.
The application searches the metadata (title, author, description) for the
word, words, or parts of words, which were typed in the search field. The
search results are listed by relevance order.

3.3 Library Management
3.3.1

Document lifetime
For each PDF or HTML document, different types of duration may have been
configured in the workflow:
•

An expiration date in the Repository, after which the document will be
destroyed and will no longer be available for download.

•

A lifetime in the Library, expressed in number of days. Once the limit is
reached, the document will be automatically deleted from the application.
The automatic deletion date, if any, is displayed in the details pane of the
document. You can download the document again for another period,
provided it is still available in the Repository.

•

For HTML Templates (see section 0), in addition to the two above
durations, a different lifetime in the Library can also be set for the
generated form instances.
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•

3.3.2
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It is also possible that HTML documents are automatically deleted from
the Library as soon as the data submitted is received with success on the
destination server.
Deleting documents manually

You can remove a document from the Library. This document will be deleted
from your device. However, it is usually possible to re-download the same
document from the Repository if it is still present in the catalogue.
To remove a document from your Library:
•

Place your finger in the external right margin of the title to be deleted and
swipe to the left.

•

A Delete button will be displayed. Press this button. A confirmation will be
required prior to removal.

To delete a selection of documents or all documents in the Library:
•

Tap the Select button in the toolbar to enter the edition mode.

•

Select the documents you want to delete from the list. You can also tap
Select All icon in the toolbar and subtract documents from the selection.

•

When the selection is complete, tap the Delete button. A confirmation will
be required prior to removal.

My Templates

4 My Templates
4.1 About Templates
Templates are reusable HTML blank forms containing no specific data and
identified as such by PlanetPress Connect. Templates can be downloaded
automatically or from the Repository as any other HTML form or PDF
document.
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Templates constitute an add-on to the regular HTML-forms workflow. You can
start from a generic Template installed in the COTG app to create form
instances, for example in the event that a specific form is not provided by
PlanetPress Connect for a customer, or for any other use case arising on the
field that was not planned in advance.
Form instances can indeed be created in the app without Internet connection
(provided that the Template was previously downloaded in the app).
A unique identifier is automatically generated at the creation of each instance
and is used for the data submission to the destination server. Each instance
created thus becomes an autonomous HTML form with its own identifier and
lifetime (see section 3.3.1).

4.2 Using Templates
A Template can be easily recognized by its blue + sticker layered over the
document thumbnail.

When templates are downloaded in the COTG app, a new menu item “My
Templates” is created in the left navigation panel to gather them.
As in the Library, sorting and searching tools are available to quickly find a
template.
A Template cannot be opened in the app, it can only generate a new form
instance to be filled. The steps are as follows:
•

Open My Templates from the left navigation panel.

•

Select the Template to be used.

•

Enter a name for the new form to be created (one is given by default,
based on the Template name) and tap OK. A new form instance is
generated and ready to be filled.

•

Complete and submit the data. As soon as the form is submitted, it is
closed and visible in the Library as any other regular form.
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HTML Interactive Forms

5 HTML Interactive Forms
5.1 Overview
5.1.1

HTML documents reading mode
From the Library, HTML documents open in the same reading mode as PDF
documents. This reading zone then acts as a Web browser.
The document display is optimized to fit to width in the screen, in both
portrait or landscape orientations. It is possible to zoom in or out with a pinch
gesture.
The toolbar enables the following functions:
•

Return to the navigation panel

•

Search text (see section 7)

•

Print HTML document, including the form data (see section 8.1).
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Other features depend on the interactive areas that have been programmed
into the HTML document, for example:
•

Text fields,

•

Checkboxes or radio buttons,

•

Date picker,

•

Signature,

•

Taking pictures or using an existing photo,

•

Barcode scanning,

•

Document scanning with image correction,

•

Voice recording,

•

Video recording,

•

Canvas layer for annotations over a photo background or an image in the
form,

•

Navigation with annotations in a series of images (such as a multipage
document).

Some data can also be captured by the form automatically, such as:
•

Device identification,

•

User identification,
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•

Document identification,

•

Location coordinates, etc.

User Guide

Note: The location function requires permission from the user (see section
4.1.2).
5.1.2

User permissions
The functions used by Capture OnTheGo are listed in a message when
installing the app. By confirming the installation, the user gives thereby the
necessary permissions.
However, a global preference for using the location services must be enabled
on the mobile device.
You can reactivate these permissions in the system Settings, in the Location
menu.

5.2 Form Status
5.2.1

Display in the Library
In the Library, the status of an interactive form is easily spotted by the five
graphical variants of the icon.
The details pane of the document adds precisions about its metadata and
status. Useful information is displayed, for example the date the document
will be automatically deleted from the Library (see section 3.3.1).

HTML Interactive Forms

The following table explains the five possible statuses.
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Status: Unopened
Context: Form downloaded but never opened in
reading mode (or viewed less than 3 seconds). This
icon is also used in the Repository, before
downloading.
What to do: Download, open and complete the new
form received.
Status: Last opened on <date>
Context: Form opened at least 3 seconds but form
data not submitted.
What to do: Fill up the fields in the form and press
the Submit button.
Status: Queued transmission since <date>
Context: Non fatal connection error, most often
appears if no network connection is available (WiFi or
other)
What to do: Nothing, the transmission will be
completed automatically when a connection is
restored.
Status: Transmission error on <date>
Context: All types of fatal errors (error codes
received from the operating system, other than 200).
What to do: Contact the system administrator to
clarify the source of the problem. The HTML form
may contain an error.

Status: Data submitted on <date>
Context: The operating system confirmed the
transmission (code 200).
What to do: The data transmission was completed
successfully. You can delete the document in the
Library or wait for the automatic removal if it has
been programmed.
5.2.2

Forms management and data transmission
When the responses of the form are in the queue and waiting for transmission
(for example, in the absence of WiFi), some operations are still possible.
Here are some behaviors to know:
•

The removal (manual or automatic) of the HTML document in the Library
also deletes all entries made in the form. If the same document is
downloaded again from the Repository, it will not be filled.

•

If a transmission is pending, the removal of the HTML document also
cancels the data in the transmission queue. A confirmation is requested
from the user before the deletion.
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•

In the details of the publication, a red "Cancel" button can be used to stop
the transmission process and delete the data in the queue (while
maintaining the entries in the form.) The status of the form then changes
from "Queued transmission" to "Read".

•

It is possible to repeat the submission action in the form ("Submit"
button).

•

If a transmission is waiting for a connection, a second submission of data
for the same form overwrites the data from the previous submission in the
queue. Therefore it is possible to correct responses until the transmission
is completed.

•

The automatic deletion of a form in the Library (see section 3.3.1) will not
be performed if data transmission is pending for this form. Automatic
deletion will take place once the transmission is completed.

5.2.3

Background refresh
If no Internet connection is available, the transmission data is stored in a
queue pending the restoration of the connection.
The application uses a background function of the Android system that can
finalize the data transmission when WiFi connection becomes available, even
if the app is not active on the screen. A certain delay may exist between the
restoration of the connection and data transmission.
For the proper functioning of the refresh, the app should remain in
background in the operating system, and should not have been terminated
(killed) by the user or by the operating system, which can sometimes occur if
the memory used on the device is overloaded.

PDF Documents

6 PDF Documents
6.1 Reading Mode
6.1.1

Screen zones
The reading mode is the normal mode of the application where a document is
displayed on the screen.
To optimize reading, the screen is usually entirely devoted to viewing the
contents of a page. At application start-up, or after a short tap on the screen,
these controls are added to the display:
•

At the top of the screen, the application toolbar with various controls;

•

At the bottom of the screen, the status bar of the device showing, among
other things, the level of the battery;

•

Above the status bar, a horizontal, slide-shaped scroll bar.
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The rest of the screen is a single touch zone. In this area, a short tap adds or
removes the tools mentioned above, and various touch and slide gestures are
also possible, as described in the following sections.
6.1.2

Zooming in the page
By default, the display resolution of a PDF page is adapted to the size of the
screen.
To enlarge the page approximately twice its size:
•

Double-tap on the area you want to enlarge. The image will be enlarged
from the tapped zone.

•

You can drag the image on the screen to adjust the view.

•

A double tap allows you to return to the previous display resolution.

To zoom manually:
•

Use two fingers to increase or decrease the image on the screen. Simply
use a two-finger pinching gesture.

•

You can drag the image on the screen to adjust the view.

•

A double tap can also return to the previous mode of adjustment.

Note: It is not possible to display the page with a lower resolution than the
size of the screen. On the other hand, when the maximum zoom is reached,
the pinching out gesture will no longer have any effect.
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Device orientation and display preferences
The orientation of your device automatically adjusts the display of the pages
and of the application menus on the screen to meet the reading direction.
When the device is placed in landscape orientation, a button is available in the
toolbar with three display preferences:
•

Single page. This type of display is best suited for oblong-shaped
publications.

•

Page width. This default view facilitates the reading, especially on small
screens.

•

Double page. This view, particularly interesting for graphics documents
and magazines, displays two pages at a time, simulating an open book.

These three views enable you to use all of the application’s features such as
zooming, bookmarks, searches, and annotations.
The last selected option will be memorized as a preference.
PDF Documents

To change the display on the screen:
•

Simply place your device in landscape mode.

•

Select the appropriate icon in the center of the toolbar.

•

If the application does not respond, make sure the screen orientation
display is not locked on your device.

Note: A control in the display parameters of the Android system can lock the
screen’s orientation when changing the tablet’s orientation.
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6.2 Navigation
6.2.1

Moving backward and forward one page at a time
In normal reading mode, the page change (forward or backward) can be done
by sliding a finger on the page to the screen as you would flip a page with a
printed book.

6.2.2

Fast-forward in the document
The application enables you to quickly browse through a document with a
user interface adapted to the nature of the document’s contents.
For documents containing mostly text, you can use the the slide-shaped scroll
bar for fast browsing. By moving the button on its slider, a label appears at
the center of the screen indicating the page number to display. If the function
is available in the current document, a second label also displays the header
of the chapter or section where the page is located.
For PDF documents that have richer visual contents, thumbnails of the pages
can be shown in a horizontal strip over the slider. You can slide through the
thumbnails to visually identify the pages. The use of the slider and the
thumbnail strip are synchronized.
To move forward or backward in the document:
•

Make a short tap to display the menus. The slider appears horizontally at
the bottom of the screen.

•

Slide the button on the slider to the right or left. Find your destination
page using the information displayed on the screen.

•

When releasing the button, a fast page change is made to go directly to
the selected page.
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To move forward or backward through the document using thumbnails:
•

Make a short tap to display the menus. A strip showing the thumbnails is
displayed in transparency.

•

Slide the thumbnails within the strip.

•

A tap on a thumbnail repositions it at the center of the strip and displays
the corresponding page on the screen.

PDF Documents
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Note: The size of the thumbnails can be adjusted by a two-finger pinching
gesture directly on the strip. The size of the thumbnails will be memorized for
each document.
6.2.3

Hyperlinks and hotspots
Hyperlinks are strings of clickable text or clickable images similar to links
found on a web page. These links refer to other points inside or outside
the document. To activate a hyperlink:
•

Tap the text containing a link with the finger until the link becomes
highlighted, meaning it is activated.

•

When releasing the finger, the navigation is performed: the start page is
replaced by the destination page.

•

You can also perform a reverse navigation (see section 6.2.5).

Some documents may contain hotspots opening popover windows or an
integrated browser to display an image, a PDF page, or a HTML page directly
within the application.
The activation of a hyperlink to an external destination, for example an email
address such as info@nu-book.com will leave the application to launch the
email application of your tablet. Before exiting the application, you will be
prompted to confirm the operation.
6.2.4

References
References are lists of points of entry for the document that act as shortcuts
to facilitate document consulting.
References generally include a list detailing the document structure. This list
can itself contain sub-lists based on the contents of the document (chapters,
sections, subsections, etc.).
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To enable References:
•

Make a short tap to activate the toolbar.

•

Press the References button, at the top left, to display the menu.

•

Select a point of entry in the list or go to its sub-list by pressing the arrow
to the right of the item. Use the button on the toolbar to go back one level
in the lists. Note that the name of this button varies depending on
content.

•

When a reference is selected in the list, the destination page replaces the
previous page on the screen and the menu is closed.

•

You can also perform a reverse navigation (see section 6.2.5)

6.2.5

Reverse navigation
After browsing through hyperlinks or the References menu, an arrowshaped
Back button is added to the toolbar immediately after References. Using this
button brings you back to the position in the document as it was just before
navigation.
To return to the previous page:
•

Activate the menu with a short tap.

•

Press the arrow-shaped Back button. You can move back many levels to
return to your original view.

•

The button disappears when no further navigation is possible and the
initial view is restored.

PDF Documents
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Note: You can also repeat the original route by pressing the arrowshaped
Forward button. This button is enabled in the toolbar only after a reverse
navigation.
6.2.6

Playing multimedia files
Some documents can embed or reference audio or video files.
Sometimes, these files play automatically when the page is displayed. Most of
the time, you must start the audio or video by a tap on the image. The usual
playback controls are available to play, stop and move forward. You can also
play the video full screen.
The playback stops by itself when a new page is displayed.
Note: An Internet connection is required to launch referenced multimedia
files.

6.3 Bookmarks
6.3.1

Implicit application bookmarks
For each document stored in the user Library, there is a default bookmark: it
is the memory of the last reading status for this document.
Whenever the application is exited or the user moves to another document,
this information is recorded for the document that was previously consulted.
When this document is reopened, the application displays exactly the same
state of reading that had been recorded for this document.
In addition, the application remembers the last document being viewed when
exiting. When re-launched, it reopens the same document at the same place.

6.3.2

User bookmarks
In addition to implicit application bookmarks that remember the last visited
page of each document (see section 6.3.1), you can mark your favorite pages
and then navigate through them.
Each page of the document can be marked with a bookmark.

The editing and navigating via bookmarks are done from the same popover
dialogue:
•

Activate the menu with a short tap.
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•

Tap the bookmark star-shaped tool. A small dialog will be displayed below
the button.

•

You can create or delete a bookmark from this dialogue by pressing Add
Bookmark. If the current page is already marked, the dialogue mentions
Delete bookmark instead.

•

To find marked pages, press Previous or Next, or select a bookmark from
the list to go directly to the desired page.

Search Functions

7 Search Functions
7.1 Search Mode
Search is carried out in a different manner that replaces the normal reading
mode of a document. The content of the document remains visible but the
tools in the upper toolbar are replaced by search tools.
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These tools include:
•

A text field using the keyboard.

•

A drop down list displaying search results.

•

Previous and Next buttons to navigate among the search results in the
document.

•

An Options button to choose advanced options for text searches.

•

A Done button to exit the search mode.

The search mode remains active as long as the Done button has not been
touched.

7.2 Full Text Searches
Full text searches are based on a series of characters and may include one or
more words. Search options are available to filter results (see section 7.3).
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To find a word in the document:
•

Make a short tap to activate the toolbar and press the magnifying glass on
the right. You are now in search mode.

•

Enter the searched word using the keyboard.

•

As characters are keyed in, the engine starts to search and displays the
first results in a list box. This list shows the context and the page number
where the word was found. You can consult this list and navigate through
the document while the device continues to search.

•

To get to the destination page, select the result you want in the list. The
application then displays the destination page and highlights the word
searched for easy retrieval.

Search Functions

•

If several results are found, the Previous and Next buttons of the toolbar
allow to navigate through the document.

•

You can display again the list of the results with a short tap in the text
field.

•

Press the Done button to exit the search mode.
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7.3 Search Options
You can refine your text search by selecting advanced options. A change to
options when processing a search has the immediate effect of restarting the
search.
Case sensitive. If the option is enabled, the search conforms to the use of
capital letters in the text. For example, searching for the word "Provision" will
exclude all results spelled "provision" in the document.
Complete words only. If enabled, this option restricts the results to whole
words in the text. For example, searching for the word
"constitution" will exclude the result of "constitutional". Similarly, the search
for the word "decree" will exclude the result of "decrees" in the plural form.
Accent sensitive. If the option is enabled, the search conforms to the use of
accents in the text. For example, searching for the word "ecriture" will
exclude all results spelled "écriture" in the document.

To select a search option:
•

In search mode, press the Options button in the toolbar. A small popover
dialogue appears.

•

Select the desired options.

•

Press in the text field or outside the dialogue to close it.

8 Document Sharing
The application allows for printing HTML and PDF documents.
It is also possible to send complete PDF documents via email.

8.1 Printing a Document
To print the document, an application such as Google Cloud Print
pre- installed on the tablet or phone.
•

Open the document in reading mode.

must be
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•

If the document is in PDF format, make a short tap to activate the toolbar
and press the Share button. If the document is in HTML format, the Print
icon is visible in the toolbar.

•

Select the Print function. Print options will be offered in connection to the
printer that was detected.

8.2 Emailing a PDF Document
To send the document by email, an email address must be preconfigured in
the email application that is used by default on the tablet or phone:
•

Open the document in reading mode.

•

Make a short tap to activate the toolbar and press the Share function.

•

Select the Email feature. The email application will be launched and a new
message will be created with the document in attachment. Complete the
sending the usual way.

Settings

9 Settings
9.1 Language of the Application
The language of your tablet is taken into account during the installation.
Selecting a different language on your tablet will change the language of all
interfaces.
If the selected language is not available, the application will revert to English
by default.
Help documents initially installed with the application will be retained in the
Library after changing your tablet language. However, you can change the
language of the documents as follows:
•

Delete the help documents from the Library.

•

Restart the application.

•

The documents will be automatically reinstalled according to the new
tablet language setting.

Note: You can modify the language of your tablet from the Settings
application, in the panel Language & input > Language.

9.2 Settings Panel
The Settings panel is available from the left navigation menu. This panel
allows you to modify certain parameters of the application.
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Preferences are applied to all documents consulted, not only to the current
document. Changes take effect immediately without having to restart the
application. The Settings panel includes:

Control

Options / Behaviors

Automatic
This preference allows the automatic download of Download
documents in the Library (see section 2.3).
Open
document
upon reception

With this setting, if the app is active and no document is
being viewed, incoming documents will automatically
open once downloaded.

Disable sleep
mode while
reading

If you choose to disable the device’s automatic lock, the
screen display in reading mode will be
maintained until you explicitly close the document or the
application. This option is especially useful when
consulting reference documents in which one page is
displayed for several minutes.

Short tap to If this preference is enabled, a short tap on a activate
hyperlink will activate it and the destination page hyperlinks will
be displayed immediately. Otherwise, the (PDF only)
hyperlink will
be activated with a slightly longer tap.

Hyperlink
highlight

Note that the short tap on the screen also has a function
to display toolbars. If the preference is selected, you
must avoid hyperlinked areas if you only want to display
tools.
This preference allows for highlighting or not
all hyperlinks and hotspots in the publication.
None

No highlight.

Permanent

Continuous highlight with a
translucent red color.

Repeated
animation

Highlight with slow blinking
animation.

Single
animation

Short highlight when page is
displayed.

9.3 Data Protection
The Capture OnTheGo application data can be encrypted by setting a global
configuration for Full Disk Encryption (FDE) on the Android device.
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The combination of the encryption system and the user-defined PIN or
password for the device ensures a robust and transparent data protection
locally, without the need of a connection to the server. A strong passcode
increases the security level.
Using this method, all the data is encrypted including:
•

HTML and PDF documents,

•

Document metadata and thumbnails,

•

User data collected in the HTML forms (text, signatures, GPS coordinates,
recordings, etc.),

•

PDF page pre-rendering and page thumbnails.

9.4 About the Application
The information page, that can be accessed from the left navigation panel,
has information such as the version number of the application, a link to the
web site, and information on the rights of the application.

